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American Can Building

C.A.F.E.

The Clients/Owners/Physicians who will be participating in the operation and success of the care center,
will include Dr. Hammond, Dr. Wilson, Dr. Stevens, Dr. O’Connor, and Dr. Christensen of the Ogden Area.

They have teamed up to create The Empirical Group, Inc., who specialize in Neurology, Psychiatry,
and Psychology, who focus on caring for patients who have been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s

and other memory affecting disorders. They have created an advisement board of 25 Board Members,
who will contribute to the decision making of investments on the Alzheimer’s Care Center opportunity.
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 ‘Forget Me Not’ Caring for Alzheimer’s and Families Environment

F orget Me Not 
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Patient-Centeredness

Family Interaction
 and

Activity

Adaptive Reuse

A diagnosis of Alzheimer’s allows the affected to take part in decisions about care,
transportation, living options, financial and legal matters. The affected individual

can also participate in building the right care team and social support network.
(Alzheimer’s and Dementia, www.scientdirect.com.hal.weber.edu:2200/science/

article/pii/S155252601 4027800#).

Spillray 10 Light Chandelier
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Caring for Alzheimer’s and Families Environment
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Empirical Group Inc. 

"Savvy"     Chandelier

The Mission statement is fulfilled by providing adult day care and 
assisted living services to persons suffering from Alzheimer’s disease and other related

 dementia associated withstrokes, such as Parkinson’s Disease and Multiple Sclerosi.
 The C.A.F.E. provides a safe, stimulating, and socializing daytime environment for persons 

with dementia in an effort to maintaintheir level of functioning while providing respite, education,
 encouragement and support to their caregivers and families. As always, the starting point is 

the individual suffering from dementia.The needs of this individual “participant” form the core of 
the plan of care developed for each person. The intensity of care revolves around the participant’s needs 

and addresses the services that allow the person to function at the highest level of his/her ability.

The activity room promotes art 
and creation. There will be learning 
opprtuities as well as community
events where art will be created 
and displayed  for visitors, staff, 
and residents to see in the Art 
Display Area on the 2nd Floor.  Assisted-Living

Respite Care

Memory Care
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Forget Me Not Floral

Villandry Chandelier

Floral and Gift Shop

Funeral
 Floral

Arrangements

Nursery and
Garden Groundskeeping

Flooring -
Roppe 

Bronzed 
Oak

6” x 48”
square edge

glue down planks
1/8” thick

Flooring -
Roppe
Golden
Oak
6” x 48”
square edge
glue down planks
1/8” thick
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The floral shop promotes the 
economy by creating jobs. 

There are many ways how the
 floral industry can cater to this 

type of environment.  Healthcare 
is a great way for this type of 

business entity to survive.

 ‘Forget Me Not’ Caring for Alzheimer’s and Families Environment
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The CAFE

Spillray M Suspension Light

Room Service
Patient Meals

Coffee Bar
Dining Room

Full Service Kitchen

The shape of the hexagon ceiling tile
promotes activity and healing with
its zig-zagging diagonal lines.  The 
hexagon represents comminication, 
interfacing, and balance.  It is 
associated with honey bees and their 
co-operative, hard working nature.
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The CAFE is a place where you can
meet loved-ones and have lunch 
or visit.   There are plenty of open areas
where familes can visit and spend
time with their loved ones.

 ‘Forget Me Not’ Caring for Alzheimer’s and Families Environment
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Art and Architecture

Tundra – Foam
Tundra – Harvest

Vintage – Coal
Whisper - Elephant

Pebble beach – Earth
Opera – Espresso

Chaparral – Leather
Acclaim - Onyx

Barcelona:
-Robbins Egg

-Pistachio
-Twilight

-Spa

Wall Paper Bedding Upholstery Tile
Spillray 12 Light Chandelier

The shape of the lighting fixture represents
the historical relevance of the American Can
Building. The building was once a steel can
factory. It sustained the canning industry in
 the late 1800’s in conjunction with the
 railroad industry.  The cylider shape of the
 shades give the space a industrial modern look.

The framed art work in the lobby
includes hand-drafted prints from
 the early- to mid-1900’s.  The work
is derived from architects including
Kenneth W. Jones, where he worked
and gained enough experince to open 
his own firm. He was the architect of the 
Engineering and Technology Building
 on Weber State’s Main Campus.

Finish Options

Design Inspiration

Art and Architecture
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The CAFE is a great place for 
care-givers to bring their loved
 ones to give themselves a much 
needed break.  There are errands to 
run and things to be done that 
become difficult when caring for
someone with Alzheimer’s.

 ‘Forget Me Not’ Caring for Alzheimer’s and Families Environment


